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CALL REPORTIssue # 9Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 01/23/96The Players Who 

initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueIndividual's Name:Description of 

the Call Date: 01/23/96Subject: Interview Of Hugh William Betzner, Jr. At Work Re: His PhotosSummary of the 

Call: I spoke with him today and gave him a brief overview of the Board's structure. He wanted to know why 

the Review Board would be interested in his photos and what would be done with them if he placed them in 

the JFK Collection. I informed him that I was merely giving him an initial contact and that we would make sure 

that any concerns he may have are addressed prior to making a donation to the Collection. Betzner 

acknowledged that he has the negatives of the photos and that he did not want the research community 

"messing" with this issue anymore. He said he believes the WC version of the assassination in full and that if 

he holds onto his material, it will not be "monkeyed-around-with" by researchers trying to twist things. 

Betzner initially did not want to recieve an information packet about the Review Board but later agreed after I 

told him that it would provide information about our structure, authority and the JFK Collection. He is also 

interested in discussing the Board's concern re: his material with a senior staff member who can provide 

additional insight re: the importance of his photos to the Collection. He prefers to be called either sometime 

Thursday or Friday at work. I thanked him for his prompt response to my telephone call, confirmed his address 

and told him a package would be sent to him right away. Betzner goes by the name "Bill" and works for a 

compnay named Software Solutions in Virginia. Trask thought he might have some government connections 

based on the way he responded to Trask's questions. * I will discuss the issue of a Senior Staff call with 

Tom.Betzner's information is:Betzner, Hugh, William, Jr.10406 Ashcroft WayFairfax, VA 22032work=703-671-

0700 ext. 131. home=703-425-6217Don't forget to compose individual Action Item documents for any action 

items that resulted from the call!
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